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The Bear Market Has Begun 
An article of the same title written by Kirk 
Spano was published in MarketWatch.com 
September 2015

http://goo.gl/UUVoet


Before we get started. How does the above chart make you feel?

Is that a bad investment? 

Because it made no money for 2 years? 

Because you might have invested near “the top?”

After such a big drop, do you want to sell that stock?



How do you feel about that investment now that you a whole decade?

The company is Apple as you can see in the upper left hand corner.

Apple stock has dropped over 30% at least six times since the 1980s.

It’s still one of the best stocks over almost any time period.



Unless you can watch your stock holding decline 
by 50% without becoming panic-stricken, 

you should not be in the stock market.
Warren Buffett

Direct your thoughts. 
Control your emotions. 

Ordain your destiny.
Napoleon Hill

Your odds of losing 
money on a stock 
portfolio goes 
down to under 10% 
at about year six.



Simply put, we are late in this bull 
market or early in a bear market, 
people aren’t sure what things are 
worth and psychology is still bad 
from 2008-09. 

 Common Questions:

◦ Are we due for a crash?

◦ Is energy going to stay cheap 
forever?

◦ Why are some stocks going 
almost straight up and others 
almost straight down without 
matching differences in 
business performance?

◦ Is it even possible to pick good 
stocks?

◦ Would I be better off in funds?

 My Thoughts on those questions:

◦ There’s no such thing as “due 
for a crash.” Market valuations, 
monetary policy and aggregate 
demand are the typical signs of 
a pending crash or bear market 
(bear markets are normal and 
have ALWAYS been great buying 
opportunities, i.e. energy now).

◦ No. It never has.

◦ Traders are very powerful right 
now because retail investors are 
sitting on their hands being 
short-sighted emotional 
wusses. (Too straight forward?)

◦ Yes, if you don’t sell your best 
ideas on short-term noise.

◦ Maybe, it depends.



Demographics, Debt, Energy 
and Currency Wars…

Oh my!



 Population Demographics

◦ Ultimate Driver of Demand

 Capital

◦ Any produced thing or service that can improve 
economic development, i.e. machinery, labor, 
finance, technology…

 Government

◦ Fiscal

◦ Monetary

 Natural Resources



Demographics Are Vitally Important to Understanding 
Economics, Although Widely Ignored

• As there are more 
people, there is more 
demand for goods and 
services.

• However, demand is 
heavily influenced by 
the average age of a 
population.

• People in their 30s and 
40s drive demand the 
most as they form 
households.



Population aging is unprecedented, pervasive, 
enduring and has profound implications



The U.S. and Netherlands are in relatively good (less bad) positions.





As a nation 
reaches about 

14% of people on 
social welfare 

programs, 
growth becomes 

difficult to 
achieve. 

Emerging 
markets are 
reaching this 

important 
threshold 
quickly.



The Only Conclusion is that Global Growth will be Slower than it 
was in the Second Half of the 20th Century



 By Kirk Spano on MarketWatch May 2015

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/global-growth-will-never-be-the-same-again-2015-05-22
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/global-growth-will-never-be-the-same-again-2015-05-22




 As you can see, global debt has 
increased about 1/3 since 2000 vs 
global GDP. 

 We’ve already established global 
GDP growth won’t be what it used 
to be. 

 So, growth won’t be the way out of 
that excessive debt. 

 One option is massive defaults and 
a depression. That won’t happen.

 Central banks will print money left 
and right, up and down, in order 
to create inflation that reduces the 
debts and stimulates growth as 
much as demographically possible. 
(see my October MarketWatch
article on Inflation and Global 
Debt)

 As investors, we must be invested 
in assets that will do well under a 
low growth, significant inflation 
scenario that lasts at least a 
decade or more globally. 

 The United States, due to the 
Millennial Generation is relatively 
less bad than most other 
developed nations in Western 
Europe, China and Japan – the 
other Top 4 economies – so, the 
U.S. is a relatively strong place to 
invest, along with some emerging 
markets that are young, low debt 
and resource rich.

 Major complicating factors are 
global warming and distribution of 
wealth.





 A security whose price is dependent upon or derived from one or more 
underlying assets or factors, i.e. interest rates.

 If the underlying asset moves against the security (contract) terms, that 
triggers another action from the entity on the other side of the transaction, 
called a counterparty. 

 Think of it like insurance.

 If the “insurance company” can not pay the claim, then there is a default 
affecting not only the insurance company, but the insured and whoever they 
owe. Counterparties are the “insurance companies” in the financial markets.

 Leverage adjusted for the amount of money printed since 2008 is about the 
same as 2007.



 Total global derivative exposure is 
higher today than 2008.

 It is important to remember there is 
more money now though.

 The question becomes how well are the 
various contracts backed by counter-
parties that can make good on a claim?

 The answer is certainly better than in 
2008, but probably not great.

 So, localized asset price destruction is 
still very likely, but we are very unlikely 
to see anything as bad as 2008. 

 The tricks are knowing what you are 
invested in and playing adequate 
defense.

 According to the Office of the 
Comptroller of Currency (OCC), 
derivative exposure among U.S. banks 
has been falling.

 The five largest banks, Goldman Sachs, 
Citigroup, JP Morgan, Bank of America 
and Morgan Stanley account for about 
85% of U.S. bank derivative exposure. 

 The questions become are their 
counterparties (institution on the other 
side of the contract) able to pay a 
claim(s) and are U.S. banks on the right 
side of the trade?

 The answers are somewhat and mostly. 
Our banks are very sophisticated and 
our Central Bank supports them. I’d 
believe at least 4 out of 5 make it 
through the next trough. 

http://www.occ.gov/topics/capital-markets/financial-markets/trading/derivatives/dq215.pdf


 China just eased credit.

 Europe just hinted they would continue 
easing credit.

 Japan hinted they would continue 
easing credit.

 The U.S. Federal Reserve continue to 
put off raising interest rates.

◦ I suggested recently that the Fed 
raise interest rates and print more 
money simultaneously (QE). It makes 
sense because they could print more 
money than the interest rate and 
stimulate at the same time. We’ll see 
what they do.

 To the person in the back of the room 
who is wondering why a depression is 
out of the question?

◦ Because politicians like their jobs 
and central bankers take their 
seriously.

◦ We are years away from a series of 
massive defaults. It will happen when 
a major economy tips over. I predict 
that nation will be Japan in the early 
2020s due to the oldest population 
on earth and a balance sheet as bad 
as Greece’s.

◦ Whenever the wave of defaults hits, it 
will be met with another wave of 
money printing.

Central Banks are maintaining or expanding easy 
monetary policy, despite the global economy growing at 
what should be expected to be the “new normal” pace.





China India

Money has been easy as central banks stimulate. 
That has generated a lot of borrowing.

Investors have chased returns are now vulnerable, which 
means that central banks will be on the hook to bail.

Brazil



The Dynamic Between Quantitative Easing 
and Asset Prices



The Dynamic Between Quantitative Easing 
and Asset Prices – updated to this October 23,2015















The Secular Bear Market Probably Isn’t Over



With the dramatic money printing by central 
banks, it is almost mathematically certain 
we don’t set new lows vs 2008. 

However, even a drop to the 1200 area on 
the S&P 500 will feel horrible.

As I have shown however, central bank 
intervention can be expected to continue in 
dramatic fashion.

Any recession will be brief and mild in my 
opinion. 



With the combination of America’s Millennial Generation coming of age, massive 
accumulated wealth and tremendous economic advantages over the rest of the 
world, the United States probably won’t boom soon, but will muddle through. 

What happens in about 20 years is a major concern though.

The Millennial Generation is HUGE.



• Energy is THE core input for all other economic 
activity and is necessary to live.

• Because there is no substitute oligopolies have 
developed to capture the monopoly pricing 
power of energy.

• Every couple decades, competition ramps up 
and the oligopolists assert their market power.

• The current downturn in energy is no different.

• I am buying energy stocks knowing that in a 
year or two, the survivors of this downturn in 
energy prices will make a lot of money as 
energy prices rise again.



Will Energy Stay Lower for Longer?

 In my quarterly letter “Why I Over-weighted Energy Stocks Again” I cover 
this topic in detail. 

 I do not believe oil will be stay low in price for much longer. 

 I believe we will see $80/barrel oil by next summer as more expensive oil 
comes off line.

 Also, I think the Saudi Arabians are now motivated to maximize income vs 
trying to save a miniscule of market share.

 Along with money printing by central banks and many nations motivated to 
see oil and gas higher in price, it is likely that oil and gas prices firm by 
spring and rise by summer of 2016.

 The oil and gas companies we have been accumulating have been bought 
for well below the midpoint between their 5 year high price and low.

 Having a cost basis that low will bode well if there is a rise in oil and gas 
prices – which is certain – or there is a spike in oil and natural as prices –
which is very possible given cuts to drilling budgets for the short-term.

 Russia. Don’t forget Russia.





The idea that nations devalue to be more 
competitive. 

That is not why they devalue anymore. People who 
suggest that are a decade behind the times. 

Central banks recognize the slowing growth 
around the world. They devalue to reduce the 
burden of debt by creating monetary inflation to 
offset demographic deflationary forces.

They are deferring the inflation by spreading out 
the bonds they buy (QE) to create money supply.





As the dollar gets stronger, foreign 
assets become cheaper to buy with 
dollars.

This includes products and 
investments. 

Thus, expect an eventual 
correction in foreign assets and the 
stocks of American companies that 
rely on exporting non-essentials 
(about 15% of companies), as well 
as, a sympathy drop in prices of 
other stocks. 

I said this in November 2014



The Two Most Important Trades You’ll Ever Make:
Avoid as Much of the Next Crash as Possible

 Short-term it is important to raise cash by selling assets into 
market strength. The smart big money is already doing this.

 You or your advisor must have a “quick exit” strategy for 
money that stays invested while the bubbles continue to 
inflate.

 Beware illiquid assets if you do not have a very long-term 
time horizon.

 Having accounts at insured “safe” banks is very important. 
Avoid highly leveraged banks.

 There will be more insurance companies that go bust as many 
are already having problems.

 Be careful with “guaranteed” products that could tie your 
money up for years.



The Two Most Important Trades You’ll Ever Make:
Avoid as Much of the Next Crash as Possible

 The dollar is the “crisis currency.” People flock to it during 
times of crisis.

 Consider a Currency hedge position in brokerage accounts, 
i.e. long the dollar, short a weaker currency like the Euro or 
Yen. 

 A currency hedge can go up if the dollar drifts upward or 
spike higher in a crisis, giving you an asset that can be sold 
and converted into cash in order to buy depressed assets.

 A slower economy leads to lower earnings and P/E 
compression for stocks. 

 Oil has already been declining –this is normally an indicator 
of an economic slowdown.

 Return OF principle is more important than return ON 
principal.



The Two Most Important Trades You’ll Ever Make:
Invest in the Rebound

• If the coming correction is similar to 2000-2002, or 
2008, we will see an opportunity to buy future 
growth with our strong dollars.

• As downward momentum ends, we will want to buy 
high beta investments that will react well to the 
likely rounds of government intervention and 
inevitable rebound that comes out of creative 
destruction.

• Certain emerging markets and the U.S. millennial 
generation will drive growth in the 2020s and 
2030s – invest in those giant trends.





The Two Most Important Trades You’ll Ever Make:
Trade 2 – Invest in the Rebound

 Invest in the left side of the chart.
◦ Energy

 Natural Gas and Solar

◦ Healthcare

 Diagnostics and Biotech

◦ Technology

 Communications, Manufacturing and Consumer

◦ Real Estate

 Agriculture and Residential

◦ Emerging Nations

 Young and/or Resource Rich
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